
Best explanation of the data: God raised Jesus from the dead

Maybe Jesus never existed

The “telephone game” objection Resurrection was a later invention

Bible accounts weren’t meant to be history

Jesus’ tomb was empty

Paul, enemy of the church, 
converted

James, skeptic, converted

No evidence for this claim

Resurrection is a historical genre

Ancient critics always refuted an 
historical resurrection

Disciple claimed resurrection from the beginning

Paul claimed to have seen the risen 
Jesus

James claimed to have seen the 
risen Jesus

Jesus was buried in a tomb of 
Joseph of Arimathea

The facts that need explanation

Jesus’ burial

Jesus’ empty tomb

Jesus’ appearances after his death

Disciples belief in Jesus’ 
resurrection

Sunday worship

The growth of the church

Mark, Matthew-source, Luke-
source, John, Acts, 1 Cor. 15

Joseph unlikely an invention: a 
Christian burial makes more sense 
as an invention

If tomb not empty, bodily easily 
locatable

Tomb discovered by 1st century 
non-credible witnesses: woman

Not a legend

Story simple and lacks 
characteristics of legend stories

1. No prophecy
2. No OT Scriptures quotes
3. No reflection
4. No titles
5. Simple historical narrative 
(Mark 16)

Jesus seen after his death by 
individuals

Jesus seen after his death by 
groups

Sources are
1. Early
2. Multiple
3. Independent

Very early historical creed: 1 Cor. 15

Disciples suddenly believed in 
Jesus’ resurrection despite reasons 
not to

1. Leader was dead
2. Jewish beliefs in resurrection 
were contrary (i.e. end-of-time, 
general resurrection)

Apostle Paul:
1. Experiences Jesus’ resurrection
2. Reports Jesus’ resurrection
3. Verifies Jesus’ resurrection (1 Cor. 15)

Mt. 28, John 20-21, Mark 16, Acts 
9, 1 Cor. 15, Revelation to John

Jesus died by crucifixion All 4 Gospels (as historical 
documents) attest

Many outside sources attest

Acts Clement of Rome PolycarpIgnatius Terulllian Origen Dionysius of Corinth

He converted (Acts, Galatians)

He suffered and was martyred for 
his belief (Luke, Paul, and 5 outside 
sources)

He was an unbeliever (Mark 3:21, 
31; 6:3-4; John 7:5)

Early creed shows he appeared to 
James

1 Corinthians 15

James led Jerusalem church (Acts 
15:12-21; Gal. 1:19)

James martyred for his belief (3 outside sources)

Hegesippus Clement of Alexandria Josephus

The “Jerusalem Factor”: Impossible 
for church to begin in tomb not 
empty

Enemy attestation (Matt. 28:12-13 
& 4 outside sources)

Lucian of Samosata Mara Bar-Serapion Talmud Tacitus

POW acronym:
1. Paul
2. Oral tradition (1 Cor. 15, Acts 2)
3. Written tradition (Gospels + 2 
outside sources)

Disciples willing to suffer for their 
belief (Acts and 6 outside sources): 
history is full of people who die for 
lies but no one dies for what they 
KNOW is a lie.

The Resurrection Web of Evidence

Other religions have resurrections

1. Accounts unclear
2. Accounts lack evidence and 
better explained by other theories
3. Accounts can’t explain evidence 
for Jesus’ resurrection

1. Not parallels by today’s standards
2. First clear parallel is 100+ years after Jesus
3. Resurrection questionable in this other account’s earliest version

Fraud theories

Fraud #1: Disciples lied or stole the 
body

Fraud #2: Someone other than 
disciples stole the body

Disciples believed resurrection 
genuinely

Paul converted

James converted

Paul converted based on 
appearances

James converted based on 
appearances

Beliefs of disciples based on 
appearances

Resurrection appearances 
compatible (only explains CAUSE 
of empty tomb, at best)

Maybe disciples went to the 
wrong tomb

1. Doesn’t account for appearances 
to disciples
2. Followers convinced by 
appearances, not empty tomb
3. paul convinced by appearances, 
not empty tomb

4. James convinced by 
appearance, not empty tomb
5. No sources suggest wrong tomb
6. Burial by Joseph indicates tomb’s 
location was known

Maybe Jesus only “swooned” 
on cross / didn’t die Medical evidence (JAMA):

1. Asphixiation 
2. Spear wound: pericardial 
rupture (John 19:34-35)
(guards know death by 
crucifixion)
———
3. Strauss critique
4. Paul experienced 
“Glorious” appearances 

“Mind game” explanations of 
resurrection appearances

Appearances were hallucinations

Appearances were delusions

Appearances were “visions”

1. Don’t happen to groups of people
2. Doesn’t explain evidence for empty tomb
3. Doesn’t explain Paul’s conversion
4. Doesn’t explain James’ conversion
5. Too many personal variances

1. Doesn’t explain Paul’s conversion
2. Doesn’t explain James’ conversion
3. Doesn’t explain evidence for empty tomb

1. “Vision” is a vague term (if vision genrew, see “legend”, if “objective vision” then 
Christ is raised, if subjective vision then see “hallucination/delusion)
2. Doesn’t explain evidence for empty tomb
3. Bodily nature of the appearances

Appearances the result of 
“conversion disorder” (DSM-IV)

1. Only accounts for Paul’s experience, at best
2. Can’t account for empty tomb
3. Paul not suitable candidate for conversion disorder. CD: 1. mainly women, 2. 
adolescents, 3. military experience, 4. low economic status, 5. low IQ
4. Requires “Messiah Complex” as well to explain Paul’s beliefs/actions
5. Appears ad hoc

Guilt theory to explain Paul’s 
conversion

1. No evidence Paul felt guilt while persecuting Christians and likely response would have 
been distance from movement
2. Paul content and self-confident in his Judaism (Phil. 3:5-6)
3. Doesn’t explain Jesus’ appearances to others

Paul was “power hungry” and so 
wanted to lead early church

1. Wouldn’t have been major leap to move to Christianity
2. Paul verified he wasn’t laboring in vain
3. Paul had a hard-life full of persecution

Paul merely had an epiphany on 
road to Damascus

1. Doesn’t explain appearances of Jesus to others
2. Doesn’t account for the empty tomb
3. A later epiphany account (Acts) makes little sense: early epiphany should change into non-epiphany if legend
4. Christ looked different to Paul than disciples given ascension and new glorified body

Marks of historicity

POW

JET

Maybe a “combination” of theories 
(swoon/fraud/delusion/legend) explain the 
data

1. Combinations of improbable theories lead to HIGHER improbability
2. Many problems still remain
3. Appears very ad hoc
4. Must have evidence for a combination theory, not merely asserting it

There are too many contradictions 
among resurrection accounts

1. Only challenges complete accuracy, not trustworthiness
2. Many historical accounts have discrepancies that don’t disprove the events
3. Discrepancies indicate independent accounts, adding credibility
4. There are many explanations for these discrepencies

Resurrection accounts are biased

1. Paul’s bias was against
2. James’ bias was against
3. Bias doesn’t invalidate historicity
4. All historians biased in some way
5. Beware the “genetic fallacy”
6. Beware of “ad hominem”
(facts more important)

Why Jesus isn’t in more historical 
sources if he resurrected?

1. Humble beginnings
2. Remote location of Palestine
3. Small % of surviving ancient writings from that 
time/culture (cf. Tacitus, Thallus, Suetonius, 
Asclepiades of Mendes, Nicholas of Damscus, Livy, 
Papias, Quadratus, Hegesippus)
4. What we have on Jesus is impressive: 9 authors 
of NT at least, 20 early Christian authors, 4 heretical 
writings, 9 secular sources (42 sources total within 
150 years). Compare Tiberius Cesar: only 10 
sources!

Disciples experienced “something” 
to convert them, but we’ll never 
know what it is

1. Saying this does not deny evidence, only 
conclusion Jesus rose
2. What we DO know is what matters, not what 
we DON’T
3. Context helps: Jesus claimed divinity and 
predicted death, did miracles, and predicted 
resurrection beforehand

Jesus was an extraterrestrial alien 1. Jesus’ life differs greatly from other alien accounts (aliens don’t stay long, they have spaceships, and they aren’t compassionate/loving)
2. That life exists elsewhere is questionable. If life does exist elsewhere, it is good evidence that God must exist given fine-tuning. Sources: The Case for the Resurrection of Jesus, by Gary Habmeras

Lectures of William Lane Craig


